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I SAHARA SAINT-GA UDENS 

of men in the course of centuries. The sun ambush, the swoop of hundreds of masked 
rises higher, and the heat strikes down and men, shots, knives flashing, camels stampeded 
flares up again from the sand in shimmering over the desert with their loads, and everything 
waves. The cries of the animals are hushed. lost. 
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The only sound is the creaking of leather in SAINT-GAU'DENS, AuGUSTUS (1848-1907). 
the packs, and the endless pad, pad, pad, Although Saint-Gaudens was born in Dublin, 
swish, swish, swish, of the hundreds of heavy the home of his Irish mother, the family had 
feet dragging across the soft shifting sands. removed to New York when he was only six 

To break the silence that leads to desert months old. This son of French and Irish 
madness, and to forget that fierce burning parents was apprenticed when 13 years old 
light that bites at men's eyes and makes them to a cameo cutter in New York City, and also 
blind, a plodding Arab starts a weird caravan attended the art school and classes at the 
song, timed to the monotonous beat of the Academy of Design. At the age of 19 he 
camel's stride. The chant spreads up and went. to Europe to study sculpture with the 
down the line, and the empty hills echo the great artists of Paris and Rome. . 
brave deeds of ancient heroes. Opens a Studio in New York 

From ten in the morning until three in the He had a hard struggle there, but he was 
afternoon the caravan rests to let the worst able to pay his way by working at cameo 
heat of the day pass by. If they have reached cutting. Finally, after six years of study 
an oasis where there is water and palms and· and practice', in the studios of Europe, his 
green grass men and animals may stretch them- work attracted the attention of a wealthy 
selves in the shade. If the stop is in the open American who was in Rome. He helped 
desert, they lie or crouch on the sand, the men Saint-Gaudens to get orders for work, so that 
throwing their cloaks over their heads. he was able to return to the United States 

Masked Pirates of the Sand and open a studio of his own in New York 
But the heat, the constant fear of a dried- City the first American sculptor who had had 

up well that m~y ·leave men and animals to the benefit of a complete training in the 
die of thirst, the sud- THE ART OF SAINT-GAUDENS 'greatest centres of 
den sandstorms that European art . 
sweep a c r o s s their · H i s " P u r i t a n " 
path these are not · . (Deacon Chapin) at 
the only dangers that Springfield, Massachu-
beset the caravan. setts, represents the 
For in the heart of the stern strength with 
great desert dwell a which the New Eng-
strange race of men, land forefathers en-
the masked Tuaregs, dured and conquered. 
who prey upon the His " Lincoln," in one 
caravan trade and, of the Chicago parks, 
like pirates of the is usually considered to 
sands, levy tribute be the finest portrait 

· upon all who pass statue in America. 
their way. Saint-Gaudens's great 

Perhaps, while the masterpiece, however, 
march is on, the cara- is on Boston Common . 
van leader wil1 see the rr:emorial to 
black specks on the Robert Gould Shaw. 
horizon moving New York possesses 
rapidly forward. A Saint- G a u d e n s ' s 
halt is called. Soon . ''General Sherman,'' 
two or three Tuaregs · a mounted warrior pre-
sweep up on their Medal by Augustus Saint-Gaudens, representing Columbus at ceded by the figure of 
racing camels. For a the moment when he first set foot in the New World. Victory. Also notable 
certain sum in money or merchandise they will is his equestrian statue of General Logan, in 
protect the caravan; otherwise Grant Park, Chicago, which is the embodiment 

Stubborn caravan leaders have sometimes of martial energy. Very different but no less 
refused to deal with the Tuaregs. Some of attractive is the exquisite low relief plaque of 
those caravans were never heard of again, his friend Robert . Louis Stevenson, commem
or perhaps a few survivors, dying of thirst, orating in bronze the personal charm and frail 
have staggered into an oasis to tell of a sudden health of this beloved author. 
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